This paper proposes a train timetable adjustment method to increase potential ticket revenue specific to train runs mainly with loading factors of low level. The effectiveness of adjustment is evaluated by an existing seat inventory control simulation tool. A formalized model of stated problem is built which describes various train adjustment measures adapting to different circumstances encountered in a given train timetable. In the numerical instance analysis, taking a real-life high speed rail line as the background, a series of iterative simulations are implemented. The results show that proper adjustments to some of the existing train runs can help add ticket revenue, and accordingly advice on train path redesign is provided to a timetable planner.
Introduction
A train timetable is a passenger railway transportation plan of operational level. One of measures to evaluate the success of a train timetable is to investigate train load. High level of train load possibly makes a rail company good profit. Therefore, a rail company always searches for solutions to reduce the number of trains with low loading factor. A common solution is to execute revenue management in the railway industry after a train timetable is produced. The key issue is seat inventory control, which means a booking limit control policy is applied to train users among some origin and destination (OD) pairs.
There are flexible strategies for seat inventory control. Numerous research can be found focusing on booking limit study such as Ciancimino et al. (1999) [1] , You (2008) [2] , Jiang et al. (2015) [3] and Wang et al. (2016) [4] . What's more, from the literature we can find that quite some studies have concerned the train timetable adjustment problem, whereas most of them relate to train rescheduling problem due to disruptions/delays. As an example, Bettinelli et al. (2017) developed a real-time conflict solution algorithm for the train rescheduling problem due to delays or other resources unavailability [5] . We do not refer to any other research, as the authors in [5] also direct the interested reader to the book of Hansen and Pachl (2014) [6] for a comprehensive analysis of train rescheduling.
In this paper we focus on adjusting partial train runs in an existing line plan, and the particularity is those train runs are with arrival and departure times. Unlike the train rescheduling problem due to disruptions/delays, our purpose of adjusting train runs is to increase potential ticket revenue. The contribution of this work is a timetable planner can be provided with a tool to evaluate the impact of redesigning train paths on ticket revenue.
The Relation between Seat Inventory Control and Train Timetable
Seat inventory control can exert influence on passenger distribution on trains in a timetable. A good selling strategy better leads passengers' train choice under the condition of limited ticket availability, such that the seating capacity of a train on each route segment can be adequately utilized and as a result a rail company adds more revenue.
In the next section we will continue to put our focus on the part which is to explore room for quality improvement of an existing train timetable, aiming to add more ticket revenue, as marked by the dotted box in Figure 1 , and to achieve a final status shown in the top row. The reason is in the early stage of this study, we have developed a seat inventory control simulation tool which is competent to generate one practical kind of optimal ticket booking limit strategy when a train timetable is given.
Figure 1. The Integrated Impact of Train Timetable and Seat Inventory
Control Quality on Ticket Revenue.
Train Timetable Adjustment Method with a Goal of Increasing Ticket Revenue Considered
In this section we propose a train timetable adjustment method. As mentioned in Figure 1 we already have a seat inventory control simulation tool, therefore we intend to measure the effectiveness of timetable adjustment by using it.
The Application Frame of an Existing Seat Inventory Control Simulation Tool
The application frame of the seat inventory control simulation tool in the procedure of adjusting train runs in a train timetable is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. The Application Frame of the Seat Inventory Control Simulation Tool
When Adjusting a Train Timetable.
In our application the "simulation body" in Figure 2 refers to the main simulation process of the tool, and we employ a function "optimizing booking limit control strategy". Within the entire frame we concern the "adjusting train timetable" sector which represents key contribution of this paper, and will be elaborated in next subsection 3.2.
Description of Train Timetable Adjustment Method
Classification Schema of Trains to be Adjusted. As it is not necessary to adjust every train runs in a timetable, we first categorize trains in a given timetable into the following classification schema, taking historical ticket data as reference:
• Unpopular-trains: the trains with average loading factor higher than 60 percent; • Popular-trains: the trains with average loading factor lower than 60 percent. Unpopular-trains have rather low level of load rate, and they are taken as adjusted objects. It's worth noting that, for a particular rail line, classification schema can also be determined using different measuring standard of train loading factor.
A Formalized Model of Train Timetable Adjustment Problem. The problem is formalized as below. Interpretation of related notations is listed in Table 1 .
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The objective (1) borrows the expression used in Yuan et al. (2018) [7] which means the expected total ticket revenue is maximized. R (·) denotes a random process, and its value depends on the satisfaction of the passenger demand D when using an updated train timetable t as input. A single measure or more than two measures grouped together can be applied adapting to different circumstances. Specifically, we conclude six different circumstances may be encountered in a given train timetable as follows. In practice some of the above circumstances may exist at the same time in a given train timetable.
Measures in set M can be flexibly combined and used. There are 6 6 1 i i C =  (=63) combinations of circumstances in total, and we denote each circumstance as i w ( 1,..., 63 i = ) . By identifying a circumstance a given train timetable possesses, then possible specific train adjustment measures can be enumerated and simulated.
Instance Analysis
In this section we report on three sets of simulation results using above method. A high speed rail line linking two cities Nanning and Guangzhou in southwestern China is selected as the background. Its topology map is shown in Figure 3 . The infrastructure consists of approximately 559 kilometers of tracks and 14 stations. In Figure 3 we abbreviate the station names (as an example, Guangzhou is abbreviated as "GZ"). In this numerical instance, 29 trains operated between NN and GZ are selected as simulation objects. Table 2 lists the detailed schedule. Due to the confidentiality of the real-life operation data, virtual expression for train numbers is used below.
There are four unpopular-trains with average loading factor lower than 60 percent, which are denoted as bold italic in Table 2 . We next set three simulation scenarios regarding to applying different combinations of train adjustment measures. Scenario 1: Only train stops are adjusted for unpopular-trains The stopping pattern of popular-trains which are near an unpopular-train can be used as reference to adjust stops of that unpopular-train. The number of enumerated possible adjustment schemes sums up to 1,218 for the four unpopular-trains. After doing this we start to implement iterative simulations and the final obtained result is listed in Table 3 . This type of adjustment measure will not be implemented in practice at the moment, since new costly train-set equipment will be needed. We test this scenario to figure out the level of added ticket revenue can reach.
The simulation results showed that, firstly, adjusting stops of the unpopular-trains helped add ticket revenue by approximately 1.3 percent. When train stops and departure times were both adjusted for unpopular-trains, the ticket revenue was further slightly increased. Lastly if new train paths were inserted into the timetable close to popular-trains, provided that there was sufficient passenger demand, the railway company still can add ticket revenue but without evaluating rising cost.
Conclusion
In reality, different countries or regions execute train seat inventory control in passenger rail transportation with unique characteristic. The proposed solution frame of train adjustment with a goal of increasing ticket revenue in the paper, nevertheless, has a good expandability that adapts to different train operation circumstances by setting up specific ticket selling strategies.
Our future direction of research is to ensure that an adjusted train timetable deviates from the original one as little as possible, when realizing the same level of ticket revenue increase. This task still requests an efficient timetabling tool. Another future task is to incorporate a module of fluctuating fare rate of trains into the simulation tool, such that comprehensive influencing factors of train ticket revenue can be investigated.
